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I . INTRODUCTION
Ion-atom collision processes have been studied with great
interest over the past years and in recent years, a new area of
collision studies concerning highly charged ions has developed with
the availability of high energy accelerators. Current advances in
fusion technology have especially warranted increased study of atomic
processes involving highly charged ions since at the high fusion
temperatures, the particles in the plasma become highly charged due to
collisions with hot electrons and interactions with other ions and
atoms. Collision processes of highly charged ions are also of
considerable theoretical interest since the simpler systems of the
highly charged ions are easier to model mathematically than many
electron systems (i.e., atom-atom systems). By experimentally
measuring the probabilities of the occurrence of the several different
atomic processes and comparing the experimental results to the results
of theoretical calculations, we can determine the range of applica-
bility of a particular theoretical model to accurately describe the
physical processes taking place.
In an ion-atom collision, many single electron processes may
occur. Some of these processes are electron capture by the projectile
from the target atom, ionization of either or both the projectile and
the target, and excitation of either or both the target and projec-
tile. Collision systems of protons incident on highly charged one-
electron ions would give results which are very easy to interpret due
to the simplicity of the collision system (i.e., a three-body ion-ion
collision system). However, this study is very difficult to conduct
experimentally since both the target and projectile are charged. A
highly charged one-electron ion incident upon neutral atomic hydrogen
closely approximates the three-body ion-ion collision. This experi-
ment is also very difficult due to the need to produce a target of
atomic hydrogen. In this thesis, the collision system of a highly
charged ion incident upon a molecular hydrogen target is used to study
the ionization of a one-electron, highly charged projectile by a
target atom. The use of a molecular target makes the experimental
procedure much less difficult, but it raises questions about how to
handle a molecular target theoretically. The current theories used to
describe ionization can handle atomic targets relatively well, how-
ever, no procedure for taking into account a molecular target has been
developed.
Ionization is the process by which an electron is removed from an
atom. In this work, the ionization of hydrogen-like oxygen and
fluorine ions incident on a molecular hydrogen target over an energy
range of 0.5 to 2.5 MeV/amu is studied. There is a considerable
amount of data reported over this energy range for electron capture by
highly charged ions, however, there is relatively little ionization
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data. Dillingham studied both capture and ionization processes for
highly charged ions incident on helium over this energy range. The
results of ionization of highly charged ions incident on a molecular
hydrogen target of this work are compared to the results of ionization
of highly charged ions incident on an atomic helium target by
Dillingham. The following illustrates a typical collision reaction.
+7 (ls) + H
2
—>
+8
+ H
2
* + e
( L1 )
The probability of the projectile ionization is measured by the
"initial growth method." ' The experimental procedure for measuring
the ionization cross sections by this method is as follows. The
incident hydrogen-like projectile beam is directed into a differen-
tially pumped gas cell which contains the dilute target gas so that
more than ninety percent of the original beam will pass through the
gas cell without undergoing collisions. These conditions are main-
tained such that the projectiles will undergo "single collisions" with
the target gas in the collision region. The fraction of the beam
which does undergo collisions will change charge state depending on
what collision process occurred. We determine the collision process
which occured through observation of the charge changed beams. The
beam emerging from the gas cell is magnetically analyzed to spacially
separate the different charge states so that the ratios of number of
particles in a particular charge state to the total number of
particles can be measured to give the charge fractions of the beam.
The charge fractions from a series of different target gas pressures
are then fitted to a straight line using a least squares fitting
routine. The slope of this function is multiplied by a normalization
factor to give the ionization or capture cross section.
The following sections of this thesis discuss the development and
current status of the Plane Wave Born Approximation and the Glauber
Approximation which are the theories used to compare to the data of
this work. The experimental procedure is discussed in detail along
with the data analysis techniques and conclusions from comparison of
the theories with the data are presented in the final sections.
II. THEORY
As stated previously, ion-atom collisions are of considerable
theoretical interest. In this work, we compare the experimental data
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with the Plane Wave Born Approximation ' ' and the Glauber Approxima-
tion. A summary of these theories follows.
a.) Plane Wave Born Approximation:
In the derivation of the Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA),
consider the Schrodinger equation
fj- / + V)* E«r (2.1)
which may be written
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2
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where ic is the beam direction and J<'=k'R. This can be rewritten in
terms of the scattering amplitude
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The differential cross section for a particle scattered by the
potential V can be written in terms of the scattering amplitude fk as
^§=|f
k |
2
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In the FWBA, the exact wave function \(&' ) in the expression for the
scattering amplitude f. is replaced by a plane wave. Thus, the
scattering amplitude becomes
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This approximation is valid assuming that the scattered particle
behaves sufficiently like a free particle which has plane wave
solutions to its Schrodinger equation.
For ionization of the electrons of a hydrogen-like atom, the
exact wave functions are replaced by hydrogen-like wave functions
multiplied by a plane wave. The scattering amplitude is now
f(q) ^2 h}(r) V <fr.(r) e 1'^ dr d$ {2A0)
2ttA
in terms of the momentum transfer q=|k-k'|, the electronic coordinate
r, and the internuclear coordinate R.
The PWBA cross section can now be written, using atomic units, as
Q
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1
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where v is the relative velocity between the projectile and target.
The minimum momentum transfer in the collision is
qmin K Kmax " 2v li 7~2^ " 2v" (2.12)
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The maximum momentum transfer in the collision
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This value is very large compared to q . and may be taken to be
infinity for mathematical convenience. Thus, the PWBA cross section
becomes
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Using the Coulomb potential, the scattering amplitude becomes
fW = r>i (f) ^TT*f (f) e^dfdft • (2.16)Cli
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For one-electron ions of different atomic numbers, the hydrogen-
like wave functions can be scaled in the following way.
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which is in terms of a universal function F'(V) scaled by a factor
dependent only on the atomic numbers of the target and projectile.
The ionization cross section for a collision between a projectile
of Z
1
and a target of Z2 with
relative velocity vinc is
l\
L
2
where <r(l,l,v. fL^) is the ionization cross section for protons on
hydrogen with relative velocity vinc/Z2 . These cross
sections have
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been calculated and are tabulated. '
Refinements to the original PWBA have come about in the form of
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correction factors due to different effects. Basbas et al. ' have
developed corrections for Coulomb deflection effects, increased
binding effects, relativistic effects, and polarization effects.
A Coulomb deflection effect correction is necessary at lower
projectile velocities. Usually, the projectile trajectory is assumed
to be a straight line. But at low bombarding energies, the trajectory
of the projectile is greatly influenced by the Coulomb field of the
target atom. This causes the projectile to deviate from the straight
line trajectory thus the correction is made by the use of a hyperbolic
trajectory in the theoretical calculation instead of the straight line
method.
The increased binding effect correction takes into account the
increased binding energies of the target electrons when the projectile
is inside the target atom K-shell radius. This increased binding
causes the ionization cross section to decrease since the more tightly
bound electrons are less likely to be ejected from the target atom.
This effect is most significant with lower energy projectiles because
the slower moving projectiles spend a longer time within the target
K-shell radius.
The correction for relativistic effects is simply the use of
relativistic wave functions to describe the target electrons. The
target electrons typically move at relativistic velocities, thus, the
original PWBA using a non-relativistic description of the target
electrons was inadequate. The use of this relativistic wave function
gives a more accurate description of the target electrons, thus giving
a more accurate theoretical prediction.
Corrections for polarization effects account for the reduced
binding energy of the polarized target K-shell. When the projectile
approaches the target atom, its electric field interacts with the
target electrons causing the orbit of the target K-shell electrons to
become distorted. The distortion results in a higher energy orbit
which gives a lower binding energy. The lower binding energy allows
an increase in the ionization cross section.
The PWBA calculations presented in this work are from a computer
program developed by Rice using the methods of Basbas including the
corrections mentioned above.
b. ) Glauber Approximation:
The Glauber Approximation is, in essence, a rigorous distorted-
wave Born approximation. It is an eikonal approximation using
17
straight line trajectories. A brief derivation follows.
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Consider the Schrodinger equation
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where \j; is a plane wave multiplied by an eikonal phase proportional to
the average perturbing potential over the trajectory of the particle.
The scattering amplitude from the above solution is
f = £ fdi e-1*'-* v f
1 f
Z W H7-
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which can be reduced further to the Glauber amplitude
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The ionization cross section is now
i
2 j± ^o- J|f(ql)r dq dt . (2.28)
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To account for the presence of electrons on the ionizing
particle, a screened potential which behaves as the square of a
momentum transfer dependent effective charge, Z^q), may be used in
the Glauber Approximation. For a one-electron particle, the expres-
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sion for this screened potential is
IZ^q)) 2 = |Zj - jds-ls*)! 2 + 1 - |^(ls-ls;q)| 2 (2.29)
which for hydrogenic wave functions becomes
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The Glauber Approximation using this screened potential is compared to
2
the Glauber Approximation using a bare (Z-) potential in the Results
and Discussion section of this work.
The Glauber calculations presented in this work are from a
computer program developed by Golden and McGuire.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental procedure for this study begins with an ion beam
produced by one of the negative ion sources in the James R. Macdonald
laboratory in the Kansas State University Physics Department. The
beam is then accelerated by the KSU tandem Van de Graaff accelerator.
The accelerated beam is magnetically analyzed by a 90° magnet, post
stripped, and steered into the experimental beam line by a switching
magnet (Fig. 1). In the experimental beam line, the beam passes
through 4-jaw slits which are set to define a small beam and to cut
down beam intensity so as not to damage the sensitive surface barrier
detector. The beam then passes through the differentially pumped gas
cell (Fig. 2) where collisions with the target gas take place. The
beam emerging from the gas cell contains different charge states due
to different collision processes. This beam is magnetically analyzed
and the spacially separated charge state beams impinge on a position
sensitive detector used in the experiment to detect the ions. The
signals generated by the detector are amplified and fed into a
computer where they are displayed as a spectrum and stored on magnetic
disks for later analysis.
Two ion sources are available for use depending on whether the
material used to make the projectile beam is solid or gaseous. The
diode source is used for gaseous projectile materials and the sputter
source is used for solid projectile materials.
In the diode ion source, an electrical arc is maintained in a
hydrogen gas stream to produce a plasma where the gaseous projectile
13
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the James R. Macdonald tandem
Van de Graaff accelerator laboratory.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
showing the target gas cell, target gas pressure
control system, and the detector assembly.
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material is injected through a separate gas line. The projectile
atoms are negatively charged in the plasma and are then extracted and
accelerated toward the tandem Van de Graaff . In this study, sulfur
hexafluoride (SF
g
) was injected into the plasma to produce the
fluorine ion beam.
In the sputter ion source, cesium vapor is ionized by a hot
filament. These cesium ions are then accelerated onto a cathode
containing the solid projectile material. The impact of the cesium
ions "sputters" material from the cathode which then becomes nega-
tively charged and is accelerated toward the tandem Van de Graaff. In
this study, calcium fluoride (CaF2 ) and aluminum oxide
(Al
2
C>
3
) were
used to produce a fluorine ion beam and an oxygen ion beam.
The negative ion beam from either the sputter source or the diode
source passes through an inflection magnet to select the desired
species of ion to inject into the tandem Van de Graaff. The magnet-
ically selected beam can be focused by an einzel lens and the position
of the beam may be adjusted using electrostatic steerers just before
entering the low energy end of the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator.
The negative ions enter the low energy end of the tandem Van de
Graaff and are accelerated toward the positively charged terminal in
the center of the accelerator. At the terminal, the ions pass through
a stripping region in which a few electrons are removed from the ions
so that they become positively charged. These positively charged ions
are then repelled by the positively charged terminal and are acceler-
ated out the high energy end of the tandem Van de Graaff.
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The energy of the beam is varied by changing the positive
potential on the terminal. The energy of the ion beam (in MeV) is
determined by the relation
E=V(q+l)
where V is the positive potential on the terminal in MV and q is the
charge state of interest in the beam emerging from the high energy end
of the accelerator.
The stripping process produces a distribution of charge states in
the beam emerging from the high energy end of the tandem Van de
Graaff. This requires that, after focusing and steering of the beam
on the high energy side of the accelerator, the ion beam be magnet-
ically analyzed to select the desired charge state from this distribu-
tion. This is done with a 90° analyzing magnet.
To attain higher charge states than those which emerge from the
accelerator, a thin carbon foil is placed in the beam path between the
analyzing magnet and the switching magnet. This post stripping, like
the terminal stripping, produces a distribution of charge states. The
desired charge state of the post stripped ion beam is selected and
steered into the experimental beam line by a switching magnet.
In the experimental beam line, the ion beam passes through two
sets of 4-jaw slits. The first slit is set so that the intensity of
the beam is reduced to less than 1000 particles per second. The
extremely small opening needed to reduce the intensity to this level
produces a highly directional point source of particles. The second
set of 4-jaw slits is set to allow a nearly parallel beam of particles
from the point source to enter the gas cell through the collimators.
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Slight misalignment of the collimators will result in collisions
between the particles in the beam and the edges of the collimators.
The particles that collide with the collimator edges typically undergo
charge exchange and become a contaminant beam entering the gas cell.
Great care was taken to ensure that the collimators of the gas cell
and the 4-jaw slits were properly aligned.
The differentially pumped gas cell (fig. 2) is defined by four
optically aligned collimators, each with a 2 millimeter diameter
aperture. The two outer regions of the gas cell are the differential
regions which are maintained at a pressure of 1 X 10 torr or less
during the experiment. The central region, which is 21.92 cm in
length, is the collision region. The target gas is allowed to flow
into the collision region through an MKS Baratron model 248A control
valve which is activated by an MKS Baratron model 250B flow control
unit. The flow controller compares the measured pressure in the
collision region to the desired set point pressure and adjusts the
valve to increase or reduce the flow of gas accordingly. The pressure
in the collision region is measured by an MKS Baratron model 370HA
capacitance manometer. The manometer sends a signal to an MKS
Baratron model 270B signal conditioner which displays the pressure and
sends a signal to the flow controller for the pressure comparison.
The set pressure in the collision region is varied to get a pressure
dependence which will be discussed later.
After collisions with the target gas, the beam comes out of the
gas cell containing many charge states due to the different collision
processes which took place. This beam is magnetically analyzed to
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spacially separate the different charge states. The different charge
state beams then impinge on an EG&G Ortec model P-055-0847-100 posi-
tion sensitive surface barrier detector.
The detector produces two signals. One signal is proportional to
the energy of the particle and the other is proportional to the
position that the particle hit the detector. The raw signals from the
detector are amplified by Ortec model 109PC pre-amplifiers. The
signals are then amplified again by Canberra model 2020 spectroscopy
amplifiers. The amplified analog position signals are converted to
digital signals by a Canberra model 8070 analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and stored in the multichannel analyzer (MCA) of a Canberra
Scorpio data acquisition system. The MCA sorts the signals according
to pulse height which is proportional to the position that the
particles hit the detector to form a position spectrum (Fig. 3). The
height of a peak in the spectrum corresponds to the number of
particles which hit the detector at that position.
To reduce the number of contaminant counts due to processes such
as slit edge scattering, the ADC was gated. The energy signal from
the spectroscopy amplifier is fed to an Ortec model 420A timing single
channel analyzer (TSCA). The TSCA allows a "window" to be set such
that signals which correspond to a particle with less energy than the
lower limit on the window will not send a gate signal to the ADC. The
ADC will then ignore the incoming position signal which corresponds to
the particle with less energy.
The pressure dependence mentioned earlier is necessary to extract
a cross section from the data. A pressure dependence is a series of
21
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Figure 3. A typical spectrum for 32.25 Mev F incident on
molecular hydrogen gas at 35 millitorr.
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spectra which are accumulated for the same collision system at
+8
different target gas pressures. For example, a 19 MeV F beam
incident on molecular hydrogen will have a pressure dependence series
from zero pressure (background) to thirty-five millitorr in increments
of five millitorr. Thus, there will be eight separate spectra, one
for each target gas pressure.
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IV. ANALYSIS
a.) Data Analysis:
As mentioned earlier, when the beam undergoes collisions with the
target in the gas cell, it emerges containing several different charge
states. The charge state composition of the beam can be described by
the relative charge fractions
1
" En. (4.1)
1
1
where n. is the number of particles in a given charge state i.
The change in charge state of the beam in collisions with the
target can be described mathematically by
d<j>.
J7i
where x is the target thickness and a. . is the charge exchange cross
section for an atom going from charge state i to charge state j
.
A solution to the above equation is
l = *i (0) + ^ °ji X+ I I °jk ak/ + ••• • (4.3)
An approximate solution to first order in target thickness is
l = *i(0) + I o..x . (44)
J7i
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If processes which also populate the charge state of interest other
than the primary process are ignored, the ionization cross section may
be written as
°ai
= W • (4-5)
Therefore, the ionization cross section is simply the slope of the
charge fraction <J>. versus the target thickness x.
Ignoring higher order terms to get this approximation to the
cross section is valid in this study since "single collision condi-
tions" were maintained. "Single collision conditions" criterion is
12
that oN£<0.1 where a is the largest cross section for charge change
of the ion from the initial charge state, N is the number of target
atoms per cm , and I is the length of the target. For this study, £
is the length of the gas cell, which is constant, and a is the projec-
tile electron capture cross section and is also treated as a constant.
Thus, N, the target density, is the only variable in this experimental
set up. The target density is directly related to the target gas
pressure, therefore, this condition allowed the calculation of the
target gas pressure range which satisfied the "single collision
conditions." A secondary check to the calculation is to plot the
charge fractions versus the target gas pressure. If the charge
fractions follow a linear path versus pressure, "single collision
conditions" are satisfied. A typical charge fraction versus target
pressure plot is shown in Figure 4.
26
Figure 4. A typical charge fraction versus target gas pressure
plot for 15 MeV
+ incident on molecular hydrogen.
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The approximation for the cross section requires the determina-
tion of the slope of the charge fractions versus the target thickness.
So, the target gas pressure must be related to the target thickness.
Using the ideal gas law, the relation
N
A
x ^IP (4.6;
2
is found where x is the target areal thickness in atoms per cm , NA is
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Avagadro's number (6.02 X 10 atoms per mole), R is the universal gas
constant (8.313 J/mole-K), T is the temperature of the target gas in
Kelvins, £ is the length of the target gas cell in cm, and P is the
target gas pressure in millitorr.
The cross section can now be written as
d<b.
o , « k
ai " dP (4.7;
where
k
-fy (4.8)
is a constant for each cross section. The gas cell length was
precisely measured and was constant throughout this work. The temper-
ature was measured during each run and varied from one run to the
next. This gave a different value of the constant k for each cross
section. The values of k are tabulated in the appendix along with the
calculated slopes.
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To extract a cross section from the raw data, the number of
counts in each peak in the spectrum is integrated to determine the
charge fractions. The charge fractions versus target gas pressure are
then fit to a straight line using the generalized least-squares
19
algorithm of York. The slope of this fitted line is then determined
and multiplied by the constant k corresponding to that run to deter-
mine the cross section.
b.) Errors and Uncertainties:
Uncertainties of an experimentally measured quantity arise from
limitations of the measuring devices and errors and approximations in
the analysis of the measured quantity. In this study, uncertainties
came from contaminant charge states in the incident beam, errors in
the measurement of the target gas cell length and target gas pressure
and temperature, efficiency of the detector, statistical errors, and
errors in the calculation of the charge fractions and the slope of the
charge fractions versus target gas pressure.
The uncertainties associated with the length of the gas cell,
target gas pressure and target gas temperature were not major contri-
butors to the overall error in the cross section measurement. The
effective length of the gas cell had an uncertainty of approximately
2% due to the estimation of target gas flow through the collimators
which defined the ends of the cell. The target gas pressure was
measured very accurately and maintained very constant by the use of
the flow control system described in the experimental section of this
work. The error resulting from pressure uncertainties is negligible.
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Uncertainties in measurement of the temperature of the target gas
provided an additional one to two percent error.
Since the charge fractions are ratios, the error associated with
absolute detector efficiency was eliminated. If the efficiency of the
detector is constant across the entire sensitive area, the charge
fractions do not depend on the absolute efficiency of the detector.
The detector used in this experiment satisfies this condition unless
damage occurs due to the intensity of the primary beam. By system-
atically varying the position where the charged particles struck the
detector, damage from the intense primary beam was avoided.
Errors due to the analysis process are also very small. Calcula-
tion of the charge fraction has a small amount of error since the
charge fraction is a sum over all states of the beam. Thus, an
excited state is simply included into the sum over the charge state.
In this study, the small error here is ignored. The errors in fitting
the charge fraction versus target gas pressure to a line and calcula-
ting the slope of this line also produce small errors.
A possible systematic error is due to contaminant charge states
in the incoming beam. These contaminant charge states are due to
charge exchange in a collision with the edge of one of the slits used
to define the beam. The slit-edge scattering effect is proportional
to
where t is the thickness of the slit and d is the distance from the
slit to the detector. In this study, methods for preventing this
error were used as described in the experimental section of this work,
but a method to precisely quantify this error was not developed.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for ionization of hydrogen-like oxygen and fluorine
ions incident on molecular hydrogen gas are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The ionization cross sections are also plotted versus incident ion
energy in Figure 5 with lines to guide the eye.
In Figures 6 and 7, the data of this work is compared to the
projectile ionization cross sections of hydrogen-like oxygen and
fluorine ions incident on helium targets from the work of Dillingham
et al. Selected helium target data points were repeated in this work
to assure agreement between this work and the previous work. The
molecular hydrogen target data falls approximately a factor of two
below the helium target data consistently across this energy range.
This agrees with a simple Born Approximation plus statistical scaling
of the cross sections.
The experimental measurements are compared to theoretical calcu-
lations also. In Figures 8 and 9, the experimental data is compared
to two versions of the Glauber approximation. The theoretical calcu-
lations are done for atomic hydrogen targets. The results are then
multiplied by a factor of two and compared to the experimental ioniza-
tion cross sections for projectiles incident on molecular hydrogen.
The upper theoretical curve is the Glauber approximation using a
screened nucleus potential for the hydrogen target. This is to
account for the electron on the neutral hydrogen target. The lower
curve corresponds to the Glauber approximation using a bare nucleus
potential for the hydrogen target. The experimental cross sections
32
Table 1. Projectile ionization cross sections for + H~ for
various energies.
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PROJECTILE IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR
+7
+ H
ENERGY (MeV) a (X 10" 19 cm2 )
8.0 0.54 ± 0.02
8.0 0.65 ± 0.02
10.0 0.81 ± 0.03
15.0 1.31 ± 0.05
15.0 1.00 ± 0.03
20.0 1.03 ± 0.03
25.0 1.31 ± 0.04
25.0 1.23 ± 0.04
25.0 1.29 ± 0.04
30.0 1.54 ± 0.05
35.0 1.55 ± 0.06
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+8
Table 2. Projectile ionization cross sections for F + H_ for
various energies.
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PROJECTILE IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR F
+8
+ H
ENERGY (MeV) a (X 10~ 20 cm2 )
9.5 1.39 ± 0.1
12.0 5.55 i 0.2
12.0 3.13 ± 0.1
15.0 4.02 ± 0.1
15.0 5.03 ± 0.1
19.0 7.97 i 0.2
22.0 7.28 ± 0.2
23.75 6.55 ± 0.2
27.0 7.96 ± 0.2
28.5 6.64 i 0.3
33.25 7.63 ± 0.3
33.25 7.21 i 0.2
38.0 7.73 ± 0.2
42.75 6.90 ± 0.2
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Figure 5. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+7 +8
+ H- and F + H
2
. Lines are drawn to guide the
eye.
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Figure 6. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+7
+ H
2
and +7 + He of this work and +7 + He of
Dillingham. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Figure 7. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
F
+8
+ H
2
of this work and F
+8
+ E
Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
- He of Dillingham.
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Figure 8. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+ H- with calculated projectile ionization cross
sections for + H by the Glauber Approximation
using a screened nucleus hydrogen potential and the
Glauber Approximation using a bare nucleus hydrogen
potential. The theoretical results are multiplied by
two.
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Figure 9. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+8
F + H- with calculated projectile ionization cross
+8
sections for F + H by the Glauber Approximation
using a screened nucleus hydrogen potential and the
Glauber Approximation using a bare nucleus hydrogen
potential. The theoretical results are multiplied by
two.
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fall between the two curves with the bare nucleus potential Glauber
calculation showing better agreement in absolute magnitude with the
data. The calculation using the screened nucleus potential suggests
that the screening electrons of the target atom are approximately 60%
more effective in ionizing the projectile than demonstrated by the
data. However, both versions of the Glauber approximation have the
same energy dependence which agrees with that of the experimental
measurements
.
In Figures 10 and 11, the experimental cross sections are
compared to the Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA) both with and
without the corrections mentioned in the theory section. Again the
theoretical calculations have been done for atomic hydrogen and the
results have been multiplied by two to compare to the molecular
hydrogen target data. The dashed curve corresponds to the PWBA with
increased binding, polarization effect, Coulomb effect, and relativ-
istic effect corrections (PWBABPCR). The solid curve corresponds to
the PWBA calculation without the correction factors. Both curves
follow the energy dependence of the data, yet they overestimate the
data. The PWBABPCR calculation is in better agreement in absolute
magnitude with the data over the range studied here, especially at the
lower energies.
As mentioned earlier, a technique for using the PWBA calculation
involves scaling the calculation for protons incident on hydrogen by a
2 4factor Z./Z-. This scaled PWBA is compared to the calculation using
the Basbas techniques in Figures 12 and 13. The scaled PWBA falls
significantly below the Basbas calculation. As a result, the scaled
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Figure 10. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+ H- with calculated projectile ionization cross
sections for .0 + H by the Plane Wave Born Approxima-
tion (PWBA) and the Plane Wave Born Approximation with
increased binding, polarization, Coulomb, and relativ-
istic effects corrections (PWBABPCR). The theoretical
results are multiplied by two.
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Figure 11. Comparison of projectile ionization cross sections for
+8
F + E
7
with calculated projectile ionization cross
+8
sections for F + H by the Plane Wave Born Approxima-
tion (FWBA) and the Plane Wave Born Approximation with
increased binding, polarization, Coulomb, and relativ-
istic effects corrections (PWBABPCR). The theoretical
results are multiplied by two.
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Figure 12. Comparison of calculated projectile ionization cross
sections for + H by the Basbas PWBA calculation
and the scaled PWBA calculation. The theoretical
results are multiplied by two.
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Figure 13. Comparison of calculated projectile ionization cross
sections for F + H by the Basbas FWBA calculation
and the scaled FWBA calculation. The theoretical
results are multiplied by two.
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PWBA calculation agrees better with the data by sligthtly under-
estimating it. The scaled PWBA calculation gives results almost
identical to the bare nucleus potential Glauber calculation for both
the oxygen and fluorine projectile cases. Dillingham et al. found
that the scaled PWBA calculation agreed well with experiment for
hydrogen-like ions incident on helium. A PWBA calculation using the
Basbas techniques for hydrogen-like ions incident on helium was found
to again be significantly greater than the scaled PWBA results.
A possible explanation of the discrepancy between the Basbas
calculation and the scaled protons on hydrogen results is that the
Basbas calculation assumes two K-shell electrons are present on the
atom being ionized. The hydrogen-like ions used in this study have
only one K-shell electron. If the Basbas calculation assumes two
K-shell electrons present, dividing the results by two should bring
the Basbas calculation into agreement with the scaled protons on
hydrogen results. Figure 14 shows a comparison between the scaled
protons on hydrogen results and the Basbas calculations divided by
two. The agreement is excellent and seems to confirm the assumption
of two K-shell electrons in the Basbas calculation.
In Figure 15, the PWBABPCR calculation is compared to the bare
nucleus potential Glauber calculation. At high energies, the PWBABPCR
is approximately a factor of two higher than the bare nucleus
potential Glauber. However, at low energies, the two curves converge
and show better agreement with the experimental data.
The technique for comparing the theoretical calculations to the
experimental data by multiplying the atomic hydrogen calculations by a
56
Figure 14. Comparison of calculated projectile ionization cross
+8
sections for F + H by the Basbas PWBA calculation
and the scaled PWBA calculation. The results for the
scaled PWBA are multiplied by two where the Basbas
results are left in their original state since the
assumption of two K-shell electrons introduces a
factor of two into the calculation.
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Figure 15. Comparison of calculated projectile ionization cross
+8
sections for F + H by the Basbas FWBABPCR and the
Glauber Approximation using a bare nucleus hydrogen
potential. The theoretical results are multiplied by
two.
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factor of two assumes, in essence, that the molecular hydrogen target
behaves as if it were two atomic hydrogen targets. Better agreement
between theory and experiment may be achieved by developing a calcula-
tional method which will allow a molecular hydrogen target to be
included in the theory.
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VI . SUMMARY
Cross sections were measured for projectile ionization of
hydrogen-like oxygen and fluorine ions incident on a molecular
hydrogen target. The experimental cross sections are arrived at by
taking the slope of a fitted line to the charge fractions of a
pressure dependence and multiplying the slope by a normalization
factor
.
The experimental cross sections are compared to various theoret-
ical calculations. No method for including a molecular target has
been developed for the theories used in this study, therefore, the
calculations were performed for atomic hydrogen targets, then
multiplied by two. The comparison showed that the PWBA and PWBABPCR
by Rice and the screened nucleus potential Glauber approximation give
similar results which overestimate the data by as much as 60%.
However, dividing the PWBA and PWBABPCR by two to account for the
assumption of two K-shell electrons, as mentioned in the previous
section, brings the results into much better agreement with the data.
The scaled PWBA and the bare nucleus potential Glauber approximation
give almost identical results and agree very well with the data, but
still underestimate the data by about ten to twenty percent.
Better agreement between experiment and theory may be obtained if
a method for using a molecular target in the theoretical calculations
is developed. This would eliminate the need to assume that the
molecular hydrogen target behaves as two atomic hydrogen targets.
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Since the Glauber approximation using a bare nucleus potential
agrees best with the experimental data, this might imply that the
highly charged incoming projectile removes the electrons from the
neutral target before the target ionizes the projectile. Further
study of the explicit effects of the target electrons may provide a
better understanding of this process.
As mentioned earlier, a possible error is due to the summation
over all states of the charge state beams to determine the charge
fractions. By separating the excited states from the summation, the
cross section measurement may be improved.
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APPENDIX
The following table lists the filenames of the data presented in
this work, the slope of the fitted line to the charge fractions, and
the normalization constant, k, corresponding to each data point. The
choice of the filename is illustrated by the following example.
2375F8H229Y
The leading numbers in the filename designate the projectile energy in
MeV. A decimal point is assumed after the first two numbers so that
the first two numbers designate units of MeV and any numbers following
are a decimal fraction of an MeV. In the above example, the projec-
tile energy is 23.75 MeV. After the leading numbers, a letter
followed by a number designates the ion beam species and charge state.
+8
In the example given, F8 designates a F ion beam. Following the
beam identification is the target specification. In the example
given, H2 designates a molecular hydrogen target (H-). The last three
characters (two numbers followed by a letter) designate the page in
Richard Data Book 15 which contains the raw data. The letter will be
either W or Y corresponding to a white (W) page or a yellow (Y) page.
The numbers are simply the page number. In the example, the raw data
may be found on the yellow page 29.
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Table Al. Filename, slope, and normalization constant, k, for
the experimental data of this work.
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Filename Slope (X 10"5 ) k (X 10"
15
)
0807H247Y 4.0 ± 0.1 1.35
0807H248W 4.78 ± 0.10 1.35
1007H242Y 6.01 ± 0.10 1.35
1507H244Y 9.5 ± 0.3 1.37
1507H246Y 7.33 ± 0.04 1.37
2007H240Y 7.66 ± 0.01 1.35
2507H246W 9.6 ± 0.1 1.37
2507H252W 9.17 ± 0.08 1.34
2507H252Y 9.67 ± 0.05 1.34
3007H253W 11.52 ± 0.06 1.34
3507H253Y 11.6 ± 0.3 1.34
095F8H232Y 0.99 ± 0.08 1.40
12F8H254W 4.15 ± 0.03 1.34
12F8H254Y 2.33 ± 0.01 1.34
15F8H223W 2.95 ± 0.02 1.36
15F8H232W 3.61 ± 0.01 1.39
19F8H228Y 5.87 t 0.04 1.36
22F8H237Y 5.39 ± 0.06 1.35
2375F8H229Y 4.82 ± 0.09 1.36
27F8H230W 5.86 t 0.02 1.36
285F8H230Y 4.89 ± 0.2 1.36
3325F8H231W 5.62 ± 0.2 1.36
3325F8H233U 5.17 ± 0.1 1.39
38F8H233Y 5.54 ± 0.07 1.39
4275F3H234W 4.94 ± 0.1 1.40
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ABSTRACT
Cross sections for projectile ionization have been measured using
the "initial growth method" for hydrogen-like oxygen and fluorine ions
incident on a molecular hydrogen target over a projectile energy range
of 0.5 to 2.5 MeV/amu. The measured projectile ionization cross
sections for hydrogen-like ions incident on molecular hydrogen are
approximately a factor of two smaller than the projectile ionization
cross sections for hydrogen-like ions incident on helium measured by
Dillingham et al. This agrees with a simple Born Approximation plus
statistical scaling of the cross sections. The experimental data is
compared to the Plane Wave Born Approximation (FWBA) and the Glauber
Approximation. The PWBA calculations both with and without correc-
tions for increased binding, Coulomb deflection, polarization, and
relativistic effects show similar projectile energy dependence as the
experimental data but overestimate the data. The Glauber Approxima-
tion using a screened nucleus potential for the hydrogen target also
overestimates the data. The Glauber Approximation using a bare
nucleus potential for the hydrogen target shows similar projectile
energy dependence to the data as does the screened potential case, but
underestimates the data slightly. It was semiempirically determined
that the Glauber Approximation using a bare nucleus potential must be
multiplied by 1.25 to agree with the data and the Glauber Approxima-
tion using a screened nucleus potential must be multiplied by a factor
of 0.65 to bring it into agreement with the data. The latter
calculation suggests that the screening electrons of the target atom
are approximately 60% more effective in ionizing the projectile than
demonstrated by the data.
